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ABOUT ELAN GROUP

ELAN Group is a dynamic and innovative company delivering world-class experiences in media,
entertainment, events, and city beautification.
Established in 2004 with the ambition to bring international advertising concepts to Qatar, ELAN Group
expanded over the years to diversify its offerings, and today the group is a fully integrated company that
operates through four divisions: Media, Urban, Events, Entertainment.
ELAN Group has established various strategic partnerships, alliances, and joint ventures with some of the
most trusted names in their fields. Through innovation and by partnering with global companies to bring
international expertise to the local and regional markets, ELAN Group is setting the standards for media,
entertainment, events, and city beautification industries, with the aim of becoming the service provider
of choice in the region.
ELAN Group has a multinational, talented, and diverse team of professionals from some of the most
reputable companies in the world. ELAN Group believes in equipping ourselves with the best talent to be
able to provide our clients with extraordinary service and exceed their expectations.

Concept Design, Pedestrian Bridges
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INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS
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ELAN
SIGNAGE
ELAN Signage Factory
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ABOUT ELAN SIGNAGE
Founded in 2012, Elan Signage is a 100% Qatari company that manufactures traffic, industrial, and way finding signs. The factory,
which is located in the heart of the new industrial area, uses the latest technologies to produce signs with very durable aluminum
and steel, and high quality silk screen and digital printing to deliver highly reflective signs.
With 12,000 sqm of fully air conditioned factory space equipped with elaborate utilities and back-up power generators, Elan
Signage has a solid capacity to produce over 200,000 signs per year to independently fulfil demand from our local clients. Our
highly skilled operators are dedicated to deliver the highest standards of quality for each individual sign that we manufacture.
To operate the signage factory, ELAN Group has partnered with VIS Mobility, the leading Italian company in the design, manufacture
and installation of road signs, rail signs and furniture for public infrastructures.
Our Mission: To make Qatar’s roads safer and more comfortable by providing clear and complete information to guide travelers
throughout their journey to their destination.

Robotic Cutting Plotter
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KEY FACTS

Annual Production Capacity

Located in Doha’s New Industrial Area
for Medium and Small Industries, &
manufacturing in Qatar.

Advanced Production Facilities

Of fully air conditioned space
equipped with elaborate utilities and
back-up power generators.

Flexibility to increase the production
capacity to meet increased demand.

All Products are made in Qatar.

Latest technology to produce signs
as per the highest national and
international standards

200 tn, Bending press
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VIS MOBILITY
VIS Mobility is the leading Italian company in the design, manufacture and installation of road
signs, rail signs and furniture for public infrastructures. It is born from the tradition of historical
realities that were the European reference over the past 50 years. Manufacturing and services
are concentrated in Santa Sofia. The company has three production units, with a total area of
12,000 sqm and a team of over a 100 employee. All VIS products are designed, manufactured
and assembled in VIS factories as per ISO9001 quality standard. VIS has always been oriented
to pursue the highest quality individual components to produce reliable products over time.

Advanced Powder Coating Equipment
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WIDE RANGE OF PRODUCTS
We deliver a wide range of sign products from standard signs to highly reflective traffic signage for enhanced road safety, all
made in Qatar. Our graphic design team and full in-house production facility allow us to deliver bespoke signs to fulfill the most
unique needs of our demanding clients.

Directional Signs including
Boards and Gantries

Indoor signage

Traffic Signs

Building signs

Wayfinding

Spot Welding Technology
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FULLY INTEGRATED PRODUCTION LINE
ELAN Signage factory is fully equipped to deliver all production stages for signage in-house, without the need to resort to
outsourcing. Our experienced and specifically trained technicians operate the entire production line, from digital printing to
aluminum cutting and bending, to painting etc… This allows us to keep a close control over the quality of our roducts and ensure
that they meet our rigorous quality standards.

Design & Specifications: Our Design team is dedicated to delivering accurate designs and specifications to
meet client standards and requirements, including for bespoke signs

Computer controlled laser cutting: We use a highly accurate laser line to cut aluminum coil into right-sized
and right-shaped aluminum sheets ready to be transformed into high quality signs.
Robot-assisted Press & Bending: ELAN Signage production process relies on advanced automated and
semi-automated machinery, including a giant robotic arm to ensure that all the signs we make match the exact
specifications of the client.
High fidelity Digital & Silk Screen printing: Digital and Silk Screen printing on highly reflective sheets delivers
the very best in print quality and sign durability. It also ensures that our signs have accurate and vibrant colors.

Assembly and Quality Control: Before any sign is shipped to its final destination, we conduct thorough quality
checks to ensure that it will meet the requirements of our clients

Robotic Arm
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www.elan.qa

